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PURE BRAID SUBGROUPS OF BRAIDED
THOMPSON’S GROUPS
TOM BRADY, JOSE´ BURILLO, SEAN CLEARY, AND MELANIE STEIN
Abstract. We describe pure braided versions of Thompson’s group
F . These groups, BF and B̂F , are subgroups of the braided ver-
sions of Thompson’s group V , introduced by Brin and Dehornoy.
Unlike V , elements of F are order-preserving self-maps of the in-
terval and we use pure braids together with elements of F thus
preserving order. We define these groups and give normal forms
for elements and describe infinite and finite presentations of these
groups.
1. Introduction and definitions
Thompson’s groups F and V have been studied from many perspec-
tives. Both groups can be understood as groups of locally orientation-
preserving piecewise-linear maps of the unit interval. In the case of F ,
these maps are homeomorphisms, and in the case of V the maps are
right-continuous bijections. In both cases the breakpoints and discon-
tinuities are restricted to be dyadic rational numbers, and the slopes,
when defined, are powers of 2. Both groups can also be understood
by means of rooted binary tree pair diagrams—order-preserving in the
case of F . Cannon, Floyd and Parry [7] give an excellent introduction
to these groups and several approaches to understanding their proper-
ties.
A rooted binary tree is a finite tree where every node has valence
3 except the root, which has valence two, and the leaves, which have
valence one. We draw such trees with the root on top and the nodes
descending from it to the leaves along the bottom. The two nodes
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Figure 1. An element of V
immediately below a node are its children. A node and its two children
form a caret . A caret whose two children are leaves is called an exposed
caret. We number the leaves of a rooted binary tree with n carets and
n + 1 leaves from 0 to n in any order, although we frequently choose
to number the leaves of a rooted tree in order from left to right.
A tree pair diagram is a triple (T−, pi, T+), where T− and T+ are two
binary trees with the same number of leaves n, and pi is a permutation
in Sn. A reduction can be performed in a diagram if both leaf numbers
of an exposed caret in T− are mapped by pi to the two leaf numbers
of an exposed caret in T+. In cases where a reduction is possible, we
can replace the exposed caret with a leaf and renumber leaves to give
an equivalent representative with a new permutation in Sn−1. A tree
pair diagram is reduced if no reductions are possible. The set of binary
tree pair diagrams thus admits an equivalence relation, whose classes
consist of those diagrams which have a common reduced representa-
tive, with such reduced representatives being unique. In Figure 1 a
reduced diagram is depicted, where the leaf numbering describes the
permutation. The elements of V which are actually in F are precisely
those elements for which the permutation is the identity.
Composition in V can be understood by means of these binary tree
diagrams. If two elements in V are given by their representative di-
agrams (T−, pi, T+) and (S−, σ, S+), their composition can be found
by finding two tree diagrams in the corresponding equivalence classes,
(T ′−, pi
′, T ′+) and (S
′
−, σ
′, S ′+), such that T
′
+ = S
′
−. When this is achieved,
the product element is represented by the diagram (T ′−, pi
′ ◦ σ′, S ′+).
Brin [3, 2] and Dehornoy [9, 8] describe braided Thompson’s group
BV , incorporating braids into tree pair diagrams. The permutation
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Figure 2. An element of BV , one of the preimages of
the element drawn in Figure 1 under the map φ¯.
pi in a triple for an element of V is replaced by a braid, giving the
notion of a braided tree diagram. A braided tree diagram is then a
triple (T−, b, T+), where the two trees have the same number of leaves
n, and b ∈ Bn is a braid in n strands. Reductions can still be performed
if two exposed carets are joined by two parallel strands. In Figure 2 an
element of BV is depicted. We now draw the rooted tree T− with the
root at the top, and the tree T+ below with the root at the bottom, and
then draw the braid between the leaves of the two trees as indicated.
In [3], Brin also describes a “larger” group B̂V as a group of braided
forest diagrams having all but finitely many of the forests trivial. Not
only does B̂V naturally contain BV as the subgroup of forest diagrams
where all trees are trivial except the first pair, but B̂V also sits inside
BV as the subgroup of braided tree diagrams where the rightmost
strand is always unbraided. We begin this paper by providing finite and
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infinite presentations of BV which contain the presentations provided
by Brin in [3] as subpresentations. Next, we describe subgroups BF
of BV and B̂F of B̂V . Just as F is the subgroup of V of order-
preserving right continuous bijections of V , the groups BF and B̂F
are the subgroups of order-preserving elements of the braided versions
of V . The order is preserved by using generators which come from F
and generators which involve pure braids. We describe normal forms for
elements in these subgroups and obtain infinite and finite presentations
for these groups. Dehornoy [9] calls this pure braid subgroup PB•, the
group of pure parenthesized braids.
2. The braided Thompson’s group BV
In [3], an infinite presentation for B̂V is given. The generators in this
presentation are the generators in the standard infinite presentation for
Thompson’s group F , as well as the generators for B∞. Here B∞ is
considered as a direct limit of the groups Bn, where Bn is included
in Bn+1 via adding one strand at the right. Now B̂V sits naturally
as a subgroup of BV ; it is isomorphic to the subgroup of all elements
represented by braided tree diagrams in which the rightmost strand is
unbraided. Although presentations for BV , both finite and infinite,
are given in [2], they are not related in a simple way to the presenta-
tion for B̂V . Instead, we give a presentation for BV which contains
Brin’s presentation for B̂V as a subpresentation. First, we define the
set of generators. Any element of BV can be represented by a braided
tree diagram (T−, b, T+) where both T− and T+ have n leaves and b
is a braid in Bn. A single tree can be thought of as a positive ele-
ment of Thompson’s group F , when we take it as being paired with
an all-right tree, which is a tree whose carets are all right children of
their parent carets. These positive elements correspond to elements
which are positive words in F with respect to the infinite generating
set {x0, x1, . . .}. The correspondence between tree pair diagrams and
normal forms with respect to the infinite generating set is given by
the process of exponents of leaves, as described by Cannon, Floyd and
Parry [7] and Fordham [10]. All-right trees have all leaf exponents
zero, and thus the normal forms for tree pair diagrams which involve
one all-right tree will be purely negative or purely positive. We will
denote by Rn the all-right tree which has n leaves.
We can factor an element (T−, b, T+) into three pieces, using all-right
trees of the appropriate number of leaves, in a manner similar to that
done for elements of Thompson’s group T by Burillo, Cleary, Stein and
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Figure 3. The generator x2 of F , in standard and in
braided form.
Taback [6]. The resulting three elements in this factorization are
(T−, id, Rn) (Rn, b, Rn) (Rn, id, T+),
and the product of the elements represented by these three diagrams
yields the original group element. In general, these three tree pair
diagrams will not be reduced; in order for each of them to have the
same number of carets, we may need to take unreduced representatives
for as many as two of the three terms. By enlarging trees in this
manner, it is clear that every element of BV can be factored this way.
Hence, we can always think of an element of BV as if it were com-
posed of two elements of Thompson’s group F , one positive and one
negative, and one braid. It makes sense then to consider, as a set of
generators of BV , the set of generators for F and the set of generators
for the braid groups, interpreted as braided tree pair diagrams between
all-right trees.
The infinite set of generators for F consists of the elements xi with
i ≥ 0. Figure 3 shows x2 in both tree pair diagram form and in braided
tree form. These generators from F are enough to produce the two
elements (T−, id, Rn) and (Rn, id, T+) in BV .
We can consider the element (Rn, b, Rn) as an element in the ap-
propriate braid group Bn. Now this copy of Bn is generated by n − 1
transpositions, the ith of which braids strand i over strand i+1. We do
not, however, need to include all of these as generators. The genera-
tors which do not involve braiding the last two strands can be obtained
from the generators of Bn−1 by splitting the last strand.
For this reason we must consider two sets of generating braids, one
which leaves the rightmost strand unbraided and one which does not.
We define σi to be the element represented by the braided tree diagram
(Ri+2, ai, Ri+2), where ai is the braid on i + 2 strands which crosses
strand i over strand i + 1. Similarly, τi is the element represented by
the diagram (Ri+1, bi, Ri+1), where bi is the braid on i+1 strands which
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crosses strand i over stand i+ 1. Then the set {σ1, σ2, . . . , σn−2, τn−1}
generates the copy of Bn containing all elements of BV represented by
diagrams of the form (Rn, p, Rn). Notice that the xi together with the
σi generate the copy of B̂V inside BV , and they correspond to Brin’s
generators. We have shown:
Proposition 2.1. The elements xi, for i ≥ 0, σi for i ≥ 1, and τi for
i ≥ 1 form a set of generators for BV .
There are three types of natural relations among these generators.
First, there are the generators involving only the generators of F ,
namely xjxi = xixi+j for j > i. These are the generators for the
standard presentation for F . Next, we expect to need generators for
each copy of Bn. These yield four types of relations:
• σiσj = σjσi, for j ≥ i+ 2
• σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1
• σiτj = τjσi, for j ≥ i+ 2
• σiτi+1σi = τi+1σiτi+1.
Finally, there are relations governing the interactions between the gen-
erators for F and the generators for the braid groups Bn.
• σixj = xjσi, for i < j
• σixi = xi−1σi+1σi
• σixj = xjσi+1,for i ≥ j + 2
• σi+1xi = xi+1σi+1σi+2
• τixj = xjτi+1, for i ≥ j + 2
• τixi−1 = σiτi+1
• τi = xi−1τi+1σi.
In preparation for showing that the relations above give a presen-
tation, we first introduce a special class of words in the generators.
We would like to identify those words in the generators which could
be identified easily with a triple of diagrams in BV . As noted earlier,
any element of BV can be represented by a triple of braided tree di-
agrams of the form (T−, id, Rn) (Rn, b, Rn) (Rn, id, T+). Such a triple
leads easily to a word in the generators as follows. The group element
represented by the first diagram is a positive element a of F ⊂ BV ,
and may be expressed uniquely as a word of the form xr1i1x
r2
i2
. . . x
rk
ik
,
where i1 < i2 < · · · < ik and rm ≥ 1 for all m. Similarly, the
group element c ∈ F ⊂ BV represented by the third diagram can
be uniquely expressed as a word of the form x−sljl . . . x
−s2
j2
x−s1j1 , where
j1 < j2 < · · · < jl and sm ≥ 1 for all m. Now the group element
represented by the middle diagram may be represented as some word
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in the generators σ1, σ2, . . . , σn−2,τn−1, and their inverses. For conve-
nience, we will call any word in this set of generators and their inverses
a word in the Bn generators. Note that if such a word contains no τ
generators, it can be considered a word in the Bn generators for many
values of n. Notice that the minimum number of carets required in the
trees for tree pair diagrams representing a and c respectively, is at most
n − 1. The concatenation of the three words described above yield a
word which cannot serve as a normal form, since we have not specified
preferred arrangements of the σ’s and τ and furthermore, there are
many different triples of tree pair diagrams representing any element.
However, these words are nice in that any word of the above special
form can be easily translated into a triple of diagrams, and we find
them to be useful tools.
Given a word w ∈ F , denote by N(w) the number of carets in
the reduced binary tree diagram representing it. Here is the algebraic
description of blocks, which are these words which come from a single
triple of diagrams.
Definition 2.2. A word in the generators x±1i , σ
±1
i , τ
±1
i is called a block
if it is of the form w1w2w
−1
3 where
(1) w1 is of the form x
r1
i1
xr2i2 . . . x
rk
ik
, where i1 < i2 < · · · < ik and
rm ≥ 1 for all m.
(2) w3 is of the form x
s1
j1
xs2j2 . . . x
sl
jl
, where j1 < j2 < · · · < jl and
sm ≥ 1 for allm, and by w
−1
3 we mean the word x
−sl
jl
. . . x−s2j2 x
−s1
j1
.
(3) Let N = max(N(w1), N(w2)). Then there exists an integer n,
n ≥ N + 1, such that w2 is a word in the Bn generators.
Then we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3. A block w1w2w
−1
3 is the identity in BV if and only if w1
and w3 are the same word, and w2 is the identity in the copy of the
braid group Bn generated by τ
±1
n−1 and σ
±1
i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from the fact that any word which
is a block w1w2w
−1
3 can be represented by a braided tree diagram
(T−, b, T+) where w1 is represented by (T−, id, Rn), w2 is represented by
(Rn, b, Rn), and w
−1
3 is represented by (Rn, id, T+), and from any such
triple of diagrams a block can be read off, unique up to the choice of the
word in Bn expressing b. Since the identity in BV can be represented
by the diagram consisting of the tree with only one vertex, and the
trivial braid on one strand, all other diagrams representing the iden-
tity result from splitting strands, and will always have two identical
trees with the trivial braid. But such diagrams translate into blocks of
the form described in the lemma. ⊔⊓
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We will use these blocks to prove:
Theorem 2.4. The group BV admits a presentation with generators:
• xi, for i ≥ 0,
• σi, for i ≥ 1,
• τi, for i ≥ 1.
and relators
(A) xjxi = xixj+1 for j > i
(B1) σiσj = σjσi for j − i ≥ 2
(B2) σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1
(B3) σiτj = τjσi for j − i ≥ 2
(B4) σiτi+1σi = τi+1σiτi+1.
(C1) σixj = xjσi, for i < j
(C2) σixi = xi−1σi+1σi
(C3) σixj = xjσi+1, for i ≥ j + 2
(C4) σi+1xi = xi+1σi+1σi+2
(D1) τixj = xjτi+1, for i− j ≥ 2
(D2) τixi−1 = σiτi+1
(D3) τi = xi−1τi+1σi.
This presentation appears without proof in J. Belk’s thesis [1].
Proof. Let G be the abstract group given by the presentation above.
We map G to BV via φ by sending each generator to the element of
BV with the same name. All relations in the presentation hold in BV ,
so φ is a well-defined homomorphism. Proposition 2.1 shows that the
map is surjective, so it remains only to show that φ is injective. To
show this, we must show that any word in the generators which maps
to the identity in BV is already the identity in G. Now by Lemma 2.3,
this is true if the word in question happens to be a block. So we are
done once we show that the relations in G are sufficient to transform
any word into a block. But since any generator is itself a block, an
arbitrary word of length k is trivially the product of k blocks. So to
show φ is injective it is sufficient to prove that a word in G which is
the product of two blocks can be rewritten, using the relations in G,
as a single block. We first prove a series of 3 preliminary lemmas, from
which we will deduce this fact in Lemma 2.8, which will complete the
proof of the theorem. ⊔⊓
Our first lemma permits us to push the x±1i generators to the left or
right of the braid generators, which helps move a word toward block
form.
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Lemma 2.5. If w is a word in the Bn generators, and i ≤ n− 2, then
x−1i w is equivalent in G to either w¯x
−1
i′ or w¯, where w¯ is a word in the
Bn+1 generators, and i
′ ≤ n− 2. Similarly, under the same conditions
on all indices, a word wxi may be replaced by either xi′w¯ or w¯.
Proof. We describe first how to push x−1i past the σ and τ generators.
Pushing past σ type generators is always possible, but in order to push
past τ ’s we must carefully keep track of the index of the x−1 as it
moves along. Using the relations of type C, we may replace x−1k σ
±1
j by
w(σ)x−1k′ , where w(σ) is a word in the σ generators and their inverses
of length one or two. Furthermore, the maximum index appearing in
w(σ) is j + 1. Now the index k′ can, in general, be either k, k − 1, or
k + 1. However, it only increases to k + 1 in the case where j = k + 1
also. So since the initial index i satisfies i ≤ n−2 and j ≤ n−2, even a
series of such replacements results in the presence of x−1i′ with i
′ ≤ n−2.
This is important, since relations (D2) and (D3) allow replacement of
x−1n−2τ
±1
n−1 by τ
±1
n σ
±1
n−1, and relations (D1) allow us to replace x
−1
k τ
±1
n−1
by τ±1n x
−1
k if k ≤ n − 3. Hence, x
−1
i w can be replaced by either w¯x
−1
i′
or simply w¯ as claimed. The argument for wxi is similar. ⊔⊓
Next we prove a lemma showing that a word in the Bn generators
can always be pumped up to a word in the Bn+1 generators at the
expense of tacking on an x generator.
Lemma 2.6. Let w be a word in the Bn generators. Then using the
relators in G, w may be replaced by either w¯ or w¯x−1i where i ≤ n− 2
and w¯ is a word in the Bn+1 generators. Similarly, w may also be
replaced by either w¯ or xiw¯ where w¯ is a word in the Bn+1 generators.
Proof. Consider the leftmost occurrence of τn−1 in the word w, that is,
w = w1τ
±1
n−1w2, where w1 has only σ generators. Using relations (D2) or
(D3) depending on the exponent of τn−1, replace w by w1σ
±1
n−1τ
±1
n x
−1
n−2w2,
and then apply Lemma 2.5 to x−1n−2w2 to replace it with either w¯2x
−1
i
or w¯2 with i ≤ n − 2 and where w¯2 is a word in the Bn+1 generators.
Then the desired w¯ is w1σ
±1
n−1τ
±1
n w¯2. Similarly, working from the right,
w can be replaced by either xiw¯ or w¯. ⊔⊓
The two previous lemmas will now be used to show that the relators
allow us to transform the product of two blocks to a new product of two
blocks where the combined length of the middle two of the 6 subwords
involved is reduced.
Lemma 2.7. Let w = w1w2w
−1
3 and v = v1v2v
−1
3 be two blocks. Then
the relations in G allow us to replace the word wv by w′1w
′
2w
′−1
3 v
′
1v
′
2v
′−1
3 ,
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the product of two blocks w′ = w′1w
′
2w
′−1
3 and v
′ = v′1v
′
2v
′−1
3 , where
l(v′1) + l(w
′
3) < l(v1) + l(w3).
Proof. Let xiw and xiv be the first letters in w3 and v1. If they are
the same, we can delete the pair x−1iw xiv and we are done. If not,
suppose iw < iv (if iv < iw a similar argument works, truncating v3 and
absorbing xiv into w). Let w
′
1 = w1, w
′
2 = w2, and let w
′
3 be w3 with
xiw deleted. Now we use the relations (A) to replace x
−1
iw
v1 by v
′
1x
−1
iw
.
Note that v′1 and v1 have the same length, but N(v
′
1) = N(v1)+1, since
each index in v1 is increased by 1 as x
−1
iw
moves past it (see Theorem 3
of [5]). Next, suppose v2 is a word in τ
±1
n−1 and σ
±1
j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 2.
Then N(v1) ≤ n and N(v3) ≤ n, so N(v
′
1) ≤ n + 1. We must replace
x−1iw v2v
−1
3 by v
′
2v
′−1
3 so that v
′
1v
′
2v
′−1
3 is a block. We will consider two
cases.
Case 1: If iw ≤ n− 2, we use Lemma 2.5 to replace x
−1
iw
v2 by v
′
2x
−1
i
with i ≤ n − 2 and v′2 a word in τ
±1
n and σ
±1
j . Then (v3xi)
−1 can be
rewritten using relations (A) as a word (v′3)
−1 so that v′3 is a positive
word in the generators of F with increasing indices from left to right.
Then it again follows from [5] that N(v′3) = Max(N(v3) + 1, i + 2).
Hence N(v′3) ≤ n+ 1, since N(v3) + 1 ≤ n+ 1 and i+ 2 ≤ n, and this
implies that v′1v
′
2(v
′
3)
−1 is a block as desired.
Case 2: If iw > n − 2, it is necessary to first use Lemma 2.6 to
replace v2 by either v¯2 or v¯2x
−1
i where i ≤ n− 2. If x
−1
i is present, we
use relations (A) to replace (v3xi)
−1 by v¯−13 , and we see that N(v¯3) =
Max(N(v3) + 1, i + 2) ≤ n + 1. We continue applying Lemma 2.6
and absorbing any resulting x−1i letters into the v
−1
3 part of the word
in this manner, and after iw − (n − 2) repetitions we have replaced
x−1iw v1v2v
−1
3 by v
′
1x
−1
iw
v¯2v¯
−1
3 , where v¯2 a word in the Biw+2 generators,
and v¯3 is a word in the xi with indices increasing from left to right
with N(v¯3) ≤ n + (iw − (n− 2)) = iw + 2. Now just as before we can
apply Lemma 2.5 to replace v′1x
−1
iw
v¯2v¯
−1
3 by v
′
1v
′
2x
−1
i v¯
−1
3 where i ≤ iw,
and v′2 is a word in the Biw+3 generators. When we use relations (A)
to replace (v¯3xi)
−1 by v′−13 , N(v
′
3) =Max(N(v¯3) + 1, i+ 2). But since
N(v¯3)+1 ≤ n+(iw−(n−2)) = iw+3 and i+2 ≤ iw+2, N(v
′
3) ≤ iw+3,
and hence v′1v
′
2v
′
3 is a block.
⊔⊓
Now we are in a position to prove the final lemma which completes
the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 2.8. The product of two blocks may be rewritten, using the
relations of G, as a single block.
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Proof. Let w = w1w2w
−1
3 and v = v1v2v
−1
3 be two blocks. We apply
Lemma 2.7, at most l(w3)+ l(v1) times, to replace wv by w
′
1w
′
2v
′
2(v
′
3)
−1
where w′2 is a word in the Bn generators, v
′
2 is a word in the Bn′
generators, N(w′1) ≤ n, and N(v
′
3) ≤ n
′. If n = n′, declaring u1 = w
′
1,
u2 = w
′
2v
′
2, and u3 = v
′
3 shows that u1u2u
−1
3 = w
′
1w
′
2v
′
2(v
′
3)
−1 is a block.
If not, say n′ < n, we apply Lemma 2.6 n − n′ times to replace v′2
by a word v¯2, a word in the Bn generators, followed by some new x
−1
generators, so that v′2v
′−1
3 has been replaced by v¯2(v
′
3xi1xi2 · · ·xin−n′ )
−1
where ij ≤ n
′+j−3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n−n′. Now N(v′3xi1) = Max(N(v3)+
1, i1+2) ≤ n
′+1. So inductively, we have that N(v′3xi1xi2 · · ·xin−n′ ) ≤
n, and hence declaring u1 = w
′
1, u2 = w
′
2v¯2, and u3 = v¯3, shows
that u1u2u
−1
3 = w
′
1w
′
2v¯2v¯
−1
3 is a block. Of course, if n
′ > n, a similar
argument works, pumping up indices in w′2 instead. ⊔⊓
We remark that an infinite presentation of Thompson’s group V
is easily obtained from the presentation for BV by adding two more
infinite families of relators, σ2i = 1 and τ
2
i = 1 for all i.
3. A finite presentation for BV
It is common for these type of infinite presentations for Thompson-
type groups to reduce to finite presentations. For example, in [7]
an inductive argument is spelled out which obtains the standard two
generator-two relator presentation for F from the standard infinite pre-
sentation. Brin uses similar arguments to obtain finite presentations
for BV and B̂V from his infinite ones. In a similar manner, the infinite
presentation for BV in the previous section reduces to a finite presen-
tation with 4 generators and only 18 relators, an improvement over the
presentation in [2], which has 4 generators and 26 relators.
Theorem 3.1. The group BV admits a finite presentation with gen-
erators x0, x1, σ1, τ1 and relators
(a) x2x0 = x0x3, x3x1 = x1x4
(c1) σ1x2 = x2σ1, σ1x3 = x3σ1, σ2x3 = x3σ2, σ2x4 = x4σ2
(c3) σ2x0 = x0σ3, σ3x1 = x1σ4
(c4) σ1x0 = x1σ1σ2, σ2x1 = x2σ2σ3
(d1) τ2x0 = x0τ3, τ3x1 = x1τ4
(d2) τ1x0 = σ1τ2, τ2x1 = σ2τ3
(b1) σ1σ3 = σ3σ1
(b2) σ1σ2σ1 = σ2σ1σ2
(b3) σ1τ3 = τ3σ1
(b4) σ1τ2σ1 = τ2σ1τ2
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where the letters in the relators not in the set of 4 generators are defined
inductively by xi+2 = x
−1
i xi+1xi for i ≥ 0, σi+1 = x
−1
i−1σixiσ
−1
i for i ≥ 1,
and τi+1 = x
−1
i−1τiσ
−1
i for i ≥ 1.
Proof. That the two (a) relators yield inductively all (A) relators in the
infinite presentation is a standard argument, given in [7]. Notice that
the relators (C2) and (D3) in the infinite presentation are precisely the
relations used to inductively define the higher index generators in the
infinite presentation. Now a straightforward induction yields the (C1)
relators in the infinite presentation from the (c1) relators, then the (C3)
relators from the (c3) relators, and so on, in the order the groups of
relators are listed in the finite presentation above. As an example, we
spell out the induction for the (B3) relators. So suppose we have (b3),
or σ1τ3 = τ3σ1. Then suppose inductively that we have established
σ1τi = τiσ1 for 3 ≤ i < k, where k ≥ 4. Then σ1τk = σ1(x
−1
k−2τk−1σ
−1
k−1)
using the relator defining τk. Now we can move the σ1 to the right,
first using the (C1) relators, then the inductive hypothesis, and finally
the (B1) relators, and then use the defining relation for τk in the other
direction, to obtain the relator σ1τk = τkσ1. Therefore, by induction,
σ1τk = τkσ1 for all k ≥ 3. Now suppose that we have σiτj = τjσi for
j − i ≥ 2, 1 ≤ i < k, and k ≥ 2. Then it follows that σkτj = τjσk
for j − k ≥ 2. We replace σk in the word σkτj by x
−1
k−2σk−1xk−1σ
−1
k−1,
and then moves the τj to the left, first using the inductive hypothesis
to obtain x−1k−2σk−1xk−1τjσ
−1
k−1, then using the (D1) relators to obtain
x−1k−2σk−1τj−1xk−1σ
−1
k−1, and finally using the inductive hypothesis again
to obtain x−1k−2τj−1σk−1xk−1σ
−1
k−1. Now use (D1) relators to move τj−1
left, to obtain τjx
−1
k−2σk−1xk−1σ
−1
k−1. But now the rightmost four letters
can be replaced by σk using the defining relation for σk in reverse,
showing that σkτj = τjσk. Hence, by induction, all (B3) relators hold.
⊔⊓
For the corresponding finite presentation for V , we note that the
relations τ 2i = 1 and σ
2
i = 1 for i ≥ 2 can be deduced inductively
from the two relations τ 21 = σ
2
1 = 1, using the (C2) and (C3) relators
in the case of σi, and the (D2) and (D3) relators for τi. This yields
a presentation for V with 4 generators and 20 relators, not quite as
efficient as the presentation in [7] with 14 relators.
4. The group PBV
The pure braid groups Pn are the groups of braids where the ith
strand is braided with the other strands but returns to the ith position.
There are several possible ways to construct analogous subgroups of
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BV . One way is by considering the standard short exact sequences for
the braid groups, involving the pure braid groups and the permutation
groups. For each n, we have:
1 −−−→ Pn −−−→ Bn
φn
−−−→ Sn −−−→ 1
which maps a braid to its permutation, and whose kernel is the pure
braid group Pn. This family of maps φn collectively induces a map
φ¯ : BV −→ V
defined by φ¯(T−, b, T+) = (T−, φn(b), T+), where we use the appropriate
φn for the number of leaves in either tree.
Let PBV = ker φ¯. By definition, a diagram (T−, b, T+) represents an
element in PBV if it maps to the identity in V , that is, if φ(b) = id,
and if T− = T+. Hence, PBV is the subgroup of BV which consists
of those elements which admit a representative (T, p, T ) on which the
two trees are the same and the braid is pure. If an element admits one
representative where the two trees are equal, then every representative
will have the trees being equal. So PBV is a subgroup, because the
product of such two elements also has representatives where the two
trees are equal. Note that it is crucial in this construction that the
braid is a pure braid.
The main result concerning the group PBV is the following.
Theorem 4.1. The group PBV is not finitely generated.
Proof. Given two elements of PBV by their diagrams (T, p, T )
and (S, q, S), their product always admits a representative diagram
(R, r, R), where R is the least common multiple of S and T– that is,
the minimal tree which contains both S and T as subtrees. Hence, if
PBV were to be generated by a finite set (Ti, pi, Ti), for i = 1, . . . , k,
every tree in PBV would admit a representative whose tree would be
the least common multiple of the Ti. There are elements whose smallest
representatives are of increasing size and thus PBV cannot be finitely
generated. ⊔⊓
5. The braided Thompson’s group BF
From the map φ¯ defined above, since F is the subgroup of V of
those elements whose permutation is the identity, we can define the
group BF = φ¯−1(F ). The group BF is the subgroup of BV of those
elements which admit a representative (T−, p, T+), where p is a pure
braid. Note the contrast with PBV , since here the two trees are not
necessarily equal. In fact, PBV is a subgroup of BF , and observing
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the restriction to BF of the map φ¯ above, it is easy to see that PBV
is also the kernel of φ¯
∣∣BF . Thus the diagram below is commutative:
1 −−−→ PBV −−−→ BF
φ¯|BF
−−−→ F −−−→ 1∥∥∥ y y
1 −−−→ PBV −−−→ BV
φ¯
−−−→ V −−−→ 1
The main goal of the remainder of this paper is to prove that BF is
finitely presented and to find both finite and infinite presentations.
Finding generators forBF is not difficult. Just as forBV , an element
of BF is given by a triple (T−, p, T+), where this time p is a pure braid.
Again, we factor the element into three pieces
(T−, id, Rn) (Rn, p, Rn) (Rn, id, T+),
where the individual diagrams may not be reduced. Hence, we can
always think of an element of BF as if it were composed of two el-
ements of Thompson’s group F , one positive and one negative, and
one pure braid. Again, just as for BV , we take as a set of generators
of BF , the set of generators for F and the set of generators for the
pure braid groups, interpreted as braided tree pair diagrams between
all-right trees. We consider the element (Rn, p, Rn) as an element of
the appropriate group Pn of pure braids. To generate these groups Pn
we would like to use the braids Aij, for i < j, which wrap the i-th
strand around the j-th one. See Hansen [11] for details of these gen-
erating sets. The process of obtaining the generators of BF from the
generators Aij of Pn is the same than the process specified above for
BV from the standard braid generators.
We will denote by αij the element (Rj+1, Aij , Rj+1), and by βij the
element (Rj, Aij , Rj). As in BV , the differences between these two
families of generators are whether or not the last strand is involved in
the braiding. Figure 4 shows an example of the two generators of BF
corresponding to a generator Aij .
The proof of the following proposition is analogous to the proof of
Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 5.1. The elements xi, for i ≥ 0, αij, for 1 ≤ i < j, and
βij, for 1 ≤ i < j, form a set of generators of BF .
In the next theorem we will give a presentation for the group BF .
The relators are going to be divided into four families. The family (A)
is obtained from the relators of F . The family (B) is obtained from the
presentation of the pure braid group:
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Figure 4. The generator A13 in P3, with its correspond-
ing generators α13 and β13 in BF .
• A−1rs AijArs = Aij , if 1 ≤ r < s < i < j ≤ n or 1 ≤ i < r < s <
j ≤ n
• A−1rs AijArs = ArjAijA
−1
rj , if 1 ≤ r < s = i < j ≤ n
• A−1rs AijArs = (AijAsj)Aij(AijAsj)
−1, if 1 ≤ r = i < s < j ≤ n
• A−1rs AijArs = (ArjAsjA
−1
rj A
−1
sj )Aij(ArjAsjA
−1
rj A
−1
sj )
−1, if 1 ≤ r <
i < s < j ≤ n
obtained from [11]. The family (D) reflects the interactions between
generators of F and pure braids. In [3], Brin constructs these relators
using the structure of Zappa-Sze´p product of the monoid associated to
B̂V . This construction is not possible here because the presentations
for the groups P∞ are not monoid presentations. In fact, the monoid
of pure positive braids is not finitely generated as shown by Burillo,
Gutierrez, Krstic´ and Nitecki. [4].
The family (C) of relators is given by the special way that the pure
braid groups are embedded into each other inside BF . To embed Pn
into Pn+1 we split the last strand in two. If the last strand is not
braided, this does not affect the element, but if the last strand takes
part in the actual braiding, then these elements in Pn change when
embedded in Pn+1. When a generator βij has its last strand split, now
the i-th strand wraps around two strands (the j-th and the (j+1)-th),
and the element is now a product of two generators.
Theorem 5.2. The group BF admits a presentation with generators:
• xi, for i ≥ 0,
• αij, for 1 ≤ i < j,
• βij, for 1 ≤ i < j
and relators:
(A) xjxi = xixj+1, if i < j
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(B1) α−1rs αijαrs = αij, if 1 ≤ r < s < i < j or 1 ≤ i < r < s < j
(B2) α−1rs αijαrs = αrjαijα
−1
rj , if 1 ≤ r < s = i < j
(B3) α−1rs αijαrs = (αijαsj)αij(αijαsj)
−1, if 1 ≤ r = i < s < j
(B4) α−1rs αijαrs = (αrjαsjα
−1
rj α
−1
sj )αij(αrjαsjα
−1
rj α
−1
sj )
−1, if 1 ≤ r <
i < s < j
(B5) α−1rs βijαrs = βij, if 1 ≤ r < s < i < j or 1 ≤ i < r < s < j
(B6) α−1rs βijαrs = βrjβijβ
−1
rj , if 1 ≤ r < s = i < j
(B7) α−1rs βijαrs = (βijβsj)βij(βijβsj)
−1, if 1 ≤ r = i < s < j
(B8) α−1rs βijαrs = (βrjβsjβ
−1
rj β
−1
sj )βij(βrnβsjβ
−1
rj β
−1
sj )
−1, if 1 ≤ r <
i < s < j
(C) βij = βi,j+1αij , if i < j
(D1) αijxk = xkαi+1,j+1, if k < i− 1
(D2) αijxk = xkαi+1,j+1αi,j+1, if k = i− 1
(D3) αijxk = xkαi,j+1, if i− 1 < k < j − 1
(D4) αijxk = xkαi,j+1αij, if k = j − 1
(D5) αijxk = xkαij , if k > j − 1
(D6) βijxk = xkβi+1,j+1, if k < i− 1
(D7) βijxk = xkβi+1,j+1βi,j+1, if k = i− 1
(D8) βijxk = xkβi,j+1, if i− 1 < k < j − 1
(D9) βijxk = xkβij , if k ≥ j − 1
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we consider the algebraic
and the geometric group, establish a homomorphism between them,
which is well-defined and surjective. For instance, one needs to check
geometrically the relators to see it is well defined. See Figure 5 for
an example. After this, it only remains to check the injectivity of the
map.
To prove that the homomorphism is injective, we consider an element
of G, given as a word w(xi, αij , βij), and imagine that it is mapped to
the identity in G. We need to prove that it is consequence of the
relators listed above.
As a first step, we can see that the relators (D1) to (D9) and (A) can
be used to transform any such word into the product of three words,
w1(xi)w2(αij , βij)w3(xi)
−1.
We can arrange this in such a way that the words w1 and w3 contain
only generators xi and not their inverses.
This special expression is then particularly useful for studying the
element, because it corresponds easily to the representative (T−, p, T+).
We will use now the following lemma whose proof is analogous to the
proof of Lemma 2.3:
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Figure 5. The process of checking the relator (D4). It
starts on the left with α12x1 and the following steps are
the multiplication processes which transform it into
x1α13α12.
Lemma 5.3. A triple (T−, p, T+) in BF represents the identity element
if and only if the braid p is the trivial braid and the element (T−, T+)
represents the identity in F .
With this lemma, we can assume now that the two words w1w
−1
3 and
w2 map to the identity, and we must prove that they are consequence
of the relators. The word w1w
−1
3 lies in the subgroup isomorphic to F .
So if it is the identity, it is consequence of the relators (A).
The word w2 is a product of some α and β generators. We would
like to consider this word inside some Pn, for a fixed n. The image in
BF of βij has j strands, and the image of αij has j+1 strands. So the
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appropriate n to use is the maximum of the following set:
{j | βij appears in w2} ∪ {j + 1 |αij appears in w2}.
If we have a βij with j < n, we use the relators (C) to increase the
second index of that βij to n. This way, the only generators involved
are αij, for 1 < i < j < n, and βin, for 1 < i < n, which generate a
copy of Pn inside BF . So, we can use the relators (C) to have our word
expressed in this small set of generators and assume that it is a word
in Pn. So if the word is the identity, it is consequence of the relators of
Pn. But these relators correspond to the relators (B1) to (B8). ⊔⊓
6. A finite presentation for BF
As is common in the groups of the Thompson family, the infinite
presentations are interesting and useful because of their symmetry and
associated normal forms, but often it turns out that there are finite
presentations from which the infinitely many generators and relations
can be constructed and deduced. In this section, we construct a finite
presentation for BF .
Thompson’s group F admits a finite presentation which is merely the
first two generators x0 and x1 and the first two non-trivial relations.
We construct xn from x0 and x1 as xn = x
−n+1
0 x1x
n−1
0 and from the
two first two non-trivial relations we can deduce all of the relations in
(A) above. This is the first building block for our finite presentation.
In a similar way we can construct all generators αij from a few ones.
The generators needed are α12, α13, α23, α24. The idea is that conju-
gating a braid with xk has the effect of splitting the (k − 1) strand, so
from these four generators and the generators for F , we can construct
any generator αij by the process of splitting as many strands as neces-
sary to produce the strands before the i-th and between the i-th and
j-th. This process is as follows:
• Given αi+1,j+1, with j ≥ i + 3, we use the relators (D3) to
decrease the distance between i and j until 2:
αi,j+1 = x
−1
j−2αijxj−2.
If i = 1 then this process brings any generator α1j down to α13.
For any other value of i it reduces to αi,i+2.
• We reduce the generators αi+1,i+3 with i ≥ 2 to α24 with relators
of type (D1):
αi+1,i+3 = x
−1
i−2αi,i+2xi−2.
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• And finally, we reduce generators of type αi+1,i+2 to α23 by
again using (D1):
αi+1,i+2 = x
−1
i−2αi,i+1xi−2.
The generators β are constructed in exactly the same way, where we
replace α by β, and with the same constraints on indices.
To see which relators to include in the finite presentation, we see
which can be used to get the full families. We consider the relators (D)
first and we will use those to help with the other families.
In each of the relators of (D1), there are three strands which are
important: the strands labelled i, j and k. The idea is that between
those, we only need to have one strand, because by splitting it, we can
get to any number of strands in that position. Thus, we can get all of
the relators (D1) from the following
(d1.1) α34 = x
−1
0 α23x0
(d1.2) α35 = x
−1
0 α24x0
(d1.3) α45 = x
−1
0 α34x0
(d1.4) α46 = x
−1
0 α35x0
(d1.5) α45 = x
−1
1 α34x1
(d1.6) α46 = x
−1
1 α35x1
(d1.7) α56 = x
−1
1 α45x1
(d1.8) α57 = x
−1
1 α46x1
Every relator of the type (D1) is a consequence of the definitions above
and of these eight relators. As an example, we will show the relator
αi,i+1x0 = x0αi+1,i+2. If i = 2, the relator is (D1.1) above. If i > 2,
then we use the definitions:
αi+1,i+2 = x
−1
i−2x
−1
i−3 . . . x
−1
2 α45x2 . . . xi−3xi−2
And using (d1.3) we get to
x−1i−2x
−1
i−3 . . . x
−1
2 (x
−1
0 α34x0) x2 . . . xi−3xi−2
which is
x−10 x
−1
i−3x
−1
i−4 . . . x
−1
1 α34x1 . . . xi−4xi−3x0
finally equal to
x−10 αi,i+1x0.
All the other relators of type (D) are very similar to this case, and we
leave the details to the reader as they are straightforward but tedious.
The families of relators (D1) and (D3) are especially important, be-
cause they are used to split or combine adjacent strands which are
not involved in the braiding. Any two adjacent strands which are not
braided can be joined using a relator from one of these families. This
is useful for the families (B1) to (B9).
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Figure 6. The element involved in the relator α14α56 =
α56α14. The commutativity is apparent.
For instance, the relators (B1) show that two braids αij and αrs
commute if 1 ≤ r < s < i < j. This relation only involves the strands
r, s, i and j. If there are strands in between, they are uninvolved in the
braiding. If there is more than one strand, we can apply the conjugating
relations (D1) or (D3) to bring the relators down to a simple one where
there is just one strand between. For instance, we show the relator
α14α56 = α56α14
in Figure 6. We see that the two strands between the first and the
fourth are straight. It is clear they can be obtained by splitting a
single strand from an analogous relator whose braided strands are 1,
3, 4 and 5. A conjugation then by x1 brings it down, according to the
definitions above. Now we have that
α14 = x
−1
1 α13x1,
which is of the type (D3), and
α56 = x
−1
1 α45x1,
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which is of the type (D1). So the relator is a consequence of the relator
α13α45 = α45α13,
using only (D1) and (D3) relators. In this way we see that the only
relators that we need to construct all the relators in (B1) are those that
have either zero or one strand at the beginning, or between the i, j, r,
and s-th strands. These are:
• α12α34 = α34α12
• α12α35 = α35α12
• α12α45 = α45α12
• α12α46 = α46α12
• α13α45 = α45α13
• α13α46 = α46α13
• α13α56 = α56α13
• α13α57 = α57α13
• α23α45 = α45α23
• α23α46 = α46α23
• α23α56 = α56α23
• α23α57 = α57α23
• α24α56 = α56α24
• α24α57 = α57α24
• α24α67 = α67α24
• α24α68 = α68α24
The other families, including the ones which involve β generators, are
completely analogous.
We are left only with the family (C). The relators are all of the type
βij = βi,j+1αij, with i < j. As before, it is clear that if i ≥ 3, we can
conjugate by x0 to get a relator with lower indices. So only ones with
i = 1 or i = 2 are needed. Again we see that all are consequences of a
fundamental finite set of relations:
• β12 = β13α12
• β13 = β14α13
• β14 = β15α14
• β23 = β24α23
• β24 = β25α24
• β25 = β26α25
For example, we see that
β1j = x
−1
j−3β1,j−1xj−3 = x
−1
j−3β1jα1,j−1xj−3 = β1,j+1α1j
if j ≥ 5. And the cases for i = 2 are exactly similar.
Hence, we have proved the following theorem:
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Theorem 6.1. The group BF is finitely presented
The finite presentation for BF is the following:
Generators: x0, x1, α12, α13, α23, α24, β12, β13, β23, β24
Relators:
(A) xjxi = xixj+1, for (i, j) = (1, 2), (1, 3)
(B1) α−1rs αijαrs = αij, for
(r, s, i, j) =

(1, 2, 3, 4) (1, 2, 3, 5) (1, 2, 4, 5) (1, 2, 4, 6)
(1, 3, 4, 5) (1, 3, 4, 6) (1, 3, 5, 6) (1, 3, 5, 7)
(2, 3, 4, 5) (2, 3, 4, 6) (2, 3, 5, 6) (2, 3, 5, 7)
(2, 4, 5, 6) (2, 4, 5, 7) (2, 4, 6, 7) (2, 4, 6, 8)
(2, 3, 1, 4) (2, 3, 1, 5) (2, 4, 1, 5) (2, 4, 1, 6)
(3, 4, 1, 5) (3, 4, 1, 6) (3, 5, 1, 6) (3, 5, 1, 7)
(3, 4, 2, 5) (3, 4, 2, 6) (3, 5, 2, 6) (3, 5, 2, 7)
(4, 5, 2, 6) (4, 5, 2, 7) (4, 6, 2, 7) (4, 6, 2, 8)
(B2) α−1rs αijαrs = αrjαijα
−1
rj , for
(r, s, i, j) =
{
(1, 2, 2, 3) (1, 2, 2, 4) (1, 3, 3, 4) (1, 3, 3, 5)
(2, 3, 3, 4) (2, 3, 3, 5) (2, 4, 4, 5) (2, 4, 4, 6)
(B3) α−1rs αijαrs = (αijαsj)αij(αijαsj)
−1, for
(r, s, i, j) =
{
(1, 2, 1, 3) (1, 2, 1, 4) (1, 3, 1, 4) (1, 3, 1, 5)
(2, 3, 2, 4) (2, 3, 2, 5) (2, 4, 2, 5) (2, 4, 2, 6)
(B4) α−1rs αijαrs = (αrjαsjα
−1
rj α
−1
sj )αij(αrjαsjα
−1
rj α
−1
sj )
−1, for
(r, s, i, j) =

(1, 3, 2, 4) (1, 3, 2, 5) (1, 4, 2, 5) (1, 4, 2, 6)
(1, 4, 3, 5) (1, 4, 3, 6) (1, 5, 3, 6) (1, 5, 3, 7)
(2, 4, 3, 5) (2, 4, 3, 6) (2, 5, 3, 6) (2, 5, 3, 7)
(2, 5, 4, 6) (2, 5, 4, 7) (2, 6, 4, 7) (2, 6, 4, 8)
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(B5) α−1rs βijαrs = βij, for
(r, s, i, j) =

(1, 2, 3, 4) (1, 2, 3, 5) (1, 2, 4, 5) (1, 2, 4, 6)
(1, 3, 4, 5) (1, 3, 4, 6) (1, 3, 5, 6) (1, 3, 5, 7)
(2, 3, 4, 5) (2, 3, 4, 6) (2, 3, 5, 6) (2, 3, 5, 7)
(2, 4, 5, 6) (2, 4, 5, 7) (2, 4, 6, 7) (2, 4, 6, 8)
(2, 3, 1, 4) (2, 3, 1, 5) (2, 4, 1, 5) (2, 4, 1, 6)
(3, 4, 1, 5) (3, 4, 1, 6) (3, 5, 1, 6) (3, 5, 1, 7)
(3, 4, 2, 5) (3, 4, 2, 6) (3, 5, 2, 6) (3, 5, 2, 7)
(4, 5, 2, 6) (4, 5, 2, 7) (4, 6, 2, 7) (4, 6, 2, 8)
(B6) α−1rs βijαrs = βrjβijβ
−1
rj , for
(r, s, i, j) =
{
(1, 2, 2, 3) (1, 2, 2, 4) (1, 3, 3, 4) (1, 3, 3, 5)
(2, 3, 3, 4) (2, 3, 3, 5) (2, 4, 4, 5) (2, 4, 4, 6)
(B7) α−1rs βijαrs = (βijβsj)βij(βijβsj)
−1, for
(r, s, i, j) =
{
(1, 2, 1, 3) (1, 2, 1, 4) (1, 3, 1, 4) (1, 3, 1, 5)
(2, 3, 2, 4) (2, 3, 2, 5) (2, 4, 2, 5) (2, 4, 2, 6)
(B8) α−1rs βijαrs = (βrjβsjβ
−1
rj β
−1
sj )βij(βrnβsjβ
−1
rj β
−1
sj )
−1, for
(r, s, i, j) =

(1, 3, 2, 4) (1, 3, 2, 5) (1, 4, 2, 5) (1, 4, 2, 6)
(1, 4, 3, 5) (1, 4, 3, 6) (1, 5, 3, 6) (1, 5, 3, 7)
(2, 4, 3, 5) (2, 4, 3, 6) (2, 5, 3, 6) (2, 5, 3, 7)
(2, 5, 4, 6) (2, 5, 4, 7) (2, 6, 4, 7) (2, 6, 4, 8)
(C) βij = βi,j+1αij , for
(i, j) = (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5)
(D1) αijxk = xkαi+1,j+1, for
(i, j, k) =
{
(2, 3, 0) (2, 4, 0) (3, 4, 0) (3, 5, 0)
(3, 4, 1) (3, 5, 1) (4, 5, 1) (4, 6, 1)
(D2) αijxk = xkαi+1,j+1αi,j+1, for
(i, j, k) = (1, 2, 0), (1, 3, 0), (2, 3, 1), (2, 4, 1)
(D3) αijxk = xkαi,j+1, for
(i, j, k) =
{
(1, 3, 1) (1, 4, 1) (1, 4, 2) (1, 5, 2)
(2, 4, 2) (2, 5, 2) (2, 5, 3) (2, 6, 3)
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(D4) αijxk = xkαi,j+1αij, for
(i, j, k) = (1, 2, 1), (1, 3, 2), (2, 3, 2), (2, 4, 3)
(D5) αijxk = xkαij , for
(i, j, k) =
{
(1, 2, 2) (1, 2, 3) (1, 3, 3) (1, 3, 4)
(2, 3, 3) (2, 3, 4) (2, 4, 4) (2, 4, 5)
(D6) βijxk = xkβi+1,j+1, for
(i, j, k) =
{
(2, 3, 0) (2, 4, 0) (3, 4, 0) (3, 5, 0)
(3, 4, 1) (3, 5, 1) (4, 5, 1) (4, 6, 1)
(D7) βijxk = xkβi+1,j+1βi,j+1, for
(i, j, k) = (1, 2, 0), (1, 3, 0), (2, 3, 1), (2, 4, 1)
(D8) βijxk = xkβi,j+1, for
(i, j, k) =
{
(1, 3, 1) (1, 4, 1) (1, 4, 2) (1, 5, 2)
(2, 4, 2) (2, 5, 2) (2, 5, 3) (2, 6, 3)
(D9) βijxk = xkβij , for
(i, j, k) = (1, 2, 1), (1, 3, 2), (2, 3, 2), (2, 4, 3)
This gives a total of 10 generators and 192 relators.
7. The braided Thompson group B̂F
In the previous section we constructed a presentation of BF . Brin
[3] described both BV and B̂V . Brin describes the group B̂V via a
Zappa-Sze´p product of F and B∞, and describes BV as a subgroup
of B̂V . The group B̂V is the group of braided forest diagrams, where
all but finitely many of the forests are trivial, and the group BV is
the subgroup of B̂V where all of the trees in the forest pairs are trivial
except the first pair, which have the same number of leaves. Not only is
BV a subgroup of B̂V , but also B̂V is a subgroup of BV , as described
by Brin [3]. We take the standard identification of the real line with the
unit interval which is compatible with the relevant dyadic subdivisions
which sends the interval [i, i+1] ofR with the interval [1−2−i, 1−2−i−1]
and then we see that B̂V is the subgroup of BV in which the last strand
is not braided with any other strands. Similarly, we have the group B̂F
which can either be regarded as the supergroup of BF of pure braided
forest diagrams, or as a subgroup of BF where the braiding does not
involve the last strand.
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Here, we easily describe the subgroup B̂F of BF by omitting the gen-
erators and relations from BF which involve braiding the last strand.
So we obtain presentations for B̂F which are sub-presentations of the
infinite and finite presentations for BF given in the earlier sections
above.
Proposition 7.1. The elements xi, for i ≥ 0, αij, for 1 ≤ i < j form
a set of generators of B̂F .
Proof. The proof is similar to the case for BF . Here we note that
B̂F is exactly the subgroup where the last strand is not braided with
any previous strands, and by omitting the β generators we guarantee
that the last strand is not braided. An argument similar to the earlier
one for BF shows that these generate B̂F . ⊔⊓
To find relators for a presentation of B̂F we use the same sets of
generators and relators as for BF , deleting the generators in the β
family and deleting all relations which include any of the βij .
We thus obtain the following:
Theorem 7.2. The group B̂F admits a presentation with generators:
• xi, for i ≥ 0,
• αij, for 1 ≤ i < j,
and relators:
(A) xjxi = xixj+1, if i < j
(B1) α−1rs αijαrs = αij, if 1 ≤ r < s < i < j or 1 ≤ i < r < s < j
(B2) α−1rs αijαrs = αrjαijα
−1
rj , if 1 ≤ r < s = i < j
(B3) α−1rs αijαrs = (αijαsj)αij(αijαsj)
−1, if 1 ≤ r = i < s < j
(B4) α−1rs αijαrs = (αrjαsjα
−1
rj α
−1
sj )αij(αrjαsjα
−1
rj α
−1
sj )
−1, if 1 ≤ r <
i < s < j
(D1) αijxk = xkαi+1,j+1, if k < i− 1
(D2) αijxk = xkαi+1,j+1αi,j+1, if k = i− 1
(D3) αijxk = xkαi,j+1, if i− 1 < k < j − 1
(D4) αijxk = xkαi,j+1αij, if k = j − 1
(D5) αijxk = xkαij , if k > j − 1
Proof.Using the interpretation of the geometric group B̂F as the
subgroup of BF where braiding never involves the last strand, the
same proof used in the section 5 to establish the presentation for BF
goes through in this situation. The only difference is that since we have
no β generators, once we rearrange the word to have all α generators in
the middle, they are already generators for one copy of the pure braids
on n strands with the rightmost strand unbraided, so there is no need
for the step using relators of type (C). ⊔⊓
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Note that the group B̂F will also be finitely presented. The ar-
guments needed to see this are similar to those for BF . The finite
presentation for B̂F can be easily obtained from the finite presenta-
tion for BF by deleting all generators βij and the relations where they
appear.
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